INDCAR prepares for the mobility of the future

- The company has announced at Busworld the keys to its new business strategy, which entails changes in its production model, new product range and organizational culture focused on sustainability.

- A transformation that obeys the claim presented at the fair: “Here begins your minibus journey”.

**Brussels, October 6, 2023.** INDCAR, a leading company in the minibus sector in Europe, participates once again in the Busworld Europe fair and does so with a modern and innovative stand that evokes the **beginning of a change in the company**.

The presentation took place on October 6 at 1:00 p.m. within the 26th edition of Busworld Europe in Brussels, and was led by Gaël Queralt, CEO of INDCAR.

“The world is changing to new ways of moving, especially sustainable ones. And INDCAR, within our constant evolution, adapts and anticipates these new needs,” said Queralt.

Hence, INDCAR has been firm in its predisposition to new internal processes, which will imply important changes in its organization and its range of products, betting on CNG and electric ones.

**These sustainable and safety challenges** that we face today are the objectives of INDCAR. They have become our main priority and our work goes in this direction,” added the company’s CEO.

A path that, as INDCAR’s new claim indicates, “Here begins your minibus journey”, begins with the evolution in people management, in the industrial process and in the company’s range of products.

An **industrial transformation** that INDCAR has been already working with for months and plans to materialize by the end of 2024 in both of its production centres, in Arbúcies (Spain) and in Prejmer (Romania), focusing on the standardization and industrialization of production, without losing quality and customer focus.

The result will give light to the launch of a new INDCAR product. “A new range of products that will offer a more optimized product and an industrialized process like we have never done before,” said the manager.
About INDCAR

INDCAR, European leader and expert in minibuses, was founded in 1888 in Arbúcies (Spain). It offers the largest range of minibuses on the European market from 25 to 40 passengers, manufactured in its production plants located in Spain and Romania, with ISO 9001 and 14001 certifications, which allow it to achieve the highest level of quality and a production of more than 450 units per year. Its two commercial subsidiaries, INDCAR Italy and INDCAR France, guarantee excellent customer service. 85% of its total sales are dedicated to exports, mainly to France and Italy. The INDCAR team is made up of more than 250 professionals.
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